
Arria 10 PIPE SDC Creation Guideline 

Intro: 

In PCIe PIPE, derive_pll_clocks have issue in generating the correct clocks.  This is a result of complexity 

in supporting the rate switch, and in the case of Gen3, supporting two PLLs.  Derive_pll_clocks do its 

analysis with respect to one clock and one PCS-PMA width, which means that generating the correct 

clocks can be a challenge.   

The simplest solution to the issue mentioned above is to manually generate the correct clocks and 

frequencies on the correct nodes and then properly constrain them from there.   

This document will provide the necessary constrains, and will attempt to illustrate how to modify them 

to fit each specific design.  In the end of this document, three example constrains will be provided to 

cover PCIe Gen1x1 with an 8-bit interface, PCIe Gen2x4 with a 16-bit interface and a PCIe Gen3x8 with a 

32-bit interface.  

Preparation: 

1) Identify the hierarchy in timequest for the MCGB in bonded designs. For single channel (non-

bonded) designs, identify the Local CGB in the Transceiver. 

a. This will be referred to in this document as the parallel_clock (500MHz) 

b. This parallel_clock will be created with a frequency of 500Mhz 

 

2) Identify the expected clock frequencies in the design: 

a. Following is the PCLK (tx_clkout/rx_clkout/tx_coreclkin/rx_coreclkin) frequencies based 

upon the configuration of the PHY:

 
b. For example, Gen3 capable will have a PCLK of 250Mhz, however when running at Gen1, 

will have a PCLK of 62.5Mhz. 

 

3) Identify the hierarchy in timequest for the Native PHY PIPE instance 

a. This will be need by the create_generated_clocks. 

b. These clock frequencies will be derived from the parallel_clock (500MHz), and the 

divider value will need to be determined based upon design requirements. 

i. 250Mhz will have a divider value of 2  

ii. 125Mhz will have a divider value of 4 

iii. 62.5Mhz will have a divider value of 8 



Constraints: 

A) Derive_pll_clocks 

i. This constraint generates the clocks for plls as well as for the HSSI channels.  

Traditionally, this constraint is enough to create all the appropriate clocks; however, 

there are some limitations in PCIe that might causes derive_pll_clocks not generating 

the correct clocks.  It is recommended to run this constraint after all the clocks for PCIe 

are already generated. 

 

B) Remove_clocks 

i. Removes clocks whose names match the requirements.  Accepts wild cards.  In PCIe 

designs the constraint can be used to remove the generated PCIe clocks to enable the 

generation of the correct frequencies. 

 

C) Create_clock –name <cpulse_name>_tx_cpulse_out] \ 

-period 2ns \ 

-waveform {0 1} \ 

[get_pins –compatibility_mode <pll_inst>*cgb_master*cpulse_out_bus[0]] 

 

i. This constraint will be used to create the parallel_clock in bonded designs.  Pll_inst 

refers to the pll instance that contains the mcgb.  Use more hierarchy if necessary. 

ii. For Gen1 designs, this frequency should be the PCLK frequency 

 

D) Create_clock  –name <cpulse_name>_tx_cpulse_out] \ 

-period 2ns \ 

-waveform {0 1} \ 

  [get_pins –compatibility_mode *<native_phy>*tx_cgb*cpulse_out_bus[0]] 

 

i. This constraint will be used to create the parallel_clock in single channel designs.  

Native_phy refers to the PIPE transceiver instance.  Use more hierarchy if necessary; 

should only return one node. 

ii. For Gen1 designs, this frequency should be the PCLK frequency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



E) create_generated_clock -name tx_clkout_<Name to indicate operating rate and channel> \ 

-source <get_source_node> 

-add 

-master [get_clocks <cpulse_name>_tx_cpulse_out] 

-divide_by <division_factor> 

<Target_node> 

 

i. Creates a generated clock, which will propagate out to the core from the HSSI on 

tx_clkout.  This is the clock the design should use in the core to time register-to-register 

transfers.  The division factor will be 2, 4 or 8 depending on the frequency required to 

drive the core. 

 

ii. When Running at Gen2 capable, the Source and Target*: 

i. Source: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]* 

8g_tx_pcs*byte_serializer_pcs_clk_div_by_2_reg] 

ii. Target: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]*8g_tx_pcs*sta_tx_clk2_by2_1] 

iii. This constraint must be run a second time for the corresponding node: 

iv. Source: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]* 

8g_tx_pcs*byte_serializer_pld_clk_div_by_2_reg] 

v. Target: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]*8g_tx_pcs*sta_tx_clk2_by2_1_out] 

 

iii. When Running at Gen3 capable, the Source and Target*: 

i. Source: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]* 

8g_tx_pcs*byte_serializer_pcs_clk_div_by_4_reg] 

ii. Target: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]*8g_tx_pcs*sta_tx_clk2_by4_1] 

iii. This constraint must be run a second time for the corresponding node: 

iv. Source: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]* 

8g_tx_pcs*byte_serializer_pld_clk_div_by_4_reg] 

v. Target: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]*8g_tx_pcs*sta_tx_clk2_by4_1_out] 

*There is a counterpart of this constraint, which ends in sta_tx_clk2_by*_1_out 

rather than sta_tx_clk2_by*_1.  Whenever a constraint is generated for E, a 

corresponding one must be generated for its counterpart as well. 

 

 



F) create_generated_clock -name rx_clkout_<Name to indicate operating rate and channel> \ 

-source <get_source_node> 

-add 

-divide_by <division_factor> 

-master [get_clocks <cpulse_name>_tx_cpulse_out] 

<Target_node> 

 

i. Creates a generated clock, which will propagate out to the core from the HSSI on 

rx_clkout.  This is the clock the design should use in the core to time register-to-register 

transfers.  The division factor will be 2, 4 or 8 depending on the frequency required to 

drive the core. 

 

ii. When Running at Gen2 capable, the Source and Target*: 

i. Source: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]* 

8g_rx_pcs*byte_deserializer_pcs_clk_div_by_2_txclk_reg] 

ii. Target: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]*8g_rx_pcs*sta_rx_clk2_by2_1] 

iii. This constraint must be run a second time for the corresponding node: 

iv. Source: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]* 

8g_rx_pcs*byte_deserializer_pld_clk_div_by_2_txclk_reg] 

v. Target: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]*8g_rx_pcs*sta_rx_clk2_by2_1_out] 

 

iii. When Running at Gen3 capable, the Source and Target*: 

i. Source: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]* 

8g_rx_pcs*byte_deserializer_pcs_clk_div_by_4_txclk_reg] 

ii. Target: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]*8g_rx_pcs*sta_rx_clk2_by4_1] 

iii. This constraint must be run a second time for the corresponding node: 

iv. Source: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]* 

8g_rx_pcs*byte_deserializer_pld_clk_div_by_4_ txclk_reg] 

v. Target: [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel number]*8g_rx_pcs*sta_rx_clk2_by4_1_out] 

*There is a counterpart of this constraint, which ends in sta_tx_clk2_by*_1_out 

rather than sta_tx_clk2_by*_1.  Whenever a constraint is generated for E, a 

corresponding one must be generated for its counterpart as well. 

 

 



G) create_generated_clock -name tx_coreclkin_<channel and operating speed> \ 

 -add \ 

-divide_by < division factor> \ 

-source [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[0]*tx_clk_out*outclk] \ 

-master [get_clocks <cpulse_name>_rx_cpulse_out] 

[get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel 

number]*tx_pld_pcs_interface*pld_tx_clk] 

 

i. This clock constraint needs a single master and is necessary for deriving clock 

uncertainties 

ii. The source is channel 0; however if not, use the GUI and remove the channel restriction, 

and see the available sources 

 

H) create_generated_clock -name rx_coreclkin_<channel and operating speed> \ 

 -add \ 

-divide_by < division factor> \ 

-source [get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* 

g_xcvr_native_insts[0]*tx_clk_out*outclk] \ 

-master [get_clocks <cpulse_name>_rx_cpulse_out] 

[get_pins –compatability_mode *<native_phy>* g_xcvr_native_insts[<channel 

number]*rx_pld_pcs_interface*pld_rx_clk] 

 

i. This clock constraint needs a single master and is necessary for deriving clock 

uncertainties 

ii. The source is channel 0; however if not, use the GUI and remove the channel restriction, 

and see the available sources 

 

I) Set_clock_groups –asynchronous \ 

-group [get_clocks <cpulse_name>_tx_cpulse_out] \     

-group [get_clocks <Unique Clock Name for this Channel at Gen1] \ 
-group [get_clocks <Unique Clock Name for this Channel at Gen2] \ 
-group [get_clocks <Unique Clock Name for this Channel at Gen3] \ 
 

i. The name used for cpulse_out should match the one used by the constraints referenced 

in C or D 

 

J) set_false_path -from [get_clocks <cpulse_name>_tx_cpulse_out] \ 

-to [get_clocks <cpulse_name>_tx_cpulse_out] 

 

i. The name used for cpulse_out should match the one used by the constraints referenced 

in C or D 



Constraining a PIPE Design: 

 When constraining any PCIe design, the first thing that needs to be done is that each of the 

constraints must have <Native Inst> replaced with the name of the PCIe inst and any additional 

hierarchy seen fit to reduce the chances of name-space collision.   

In a single channel design, <channel number> will be 0; however, in multi-channel designs, the <channel 

number> will range from 0 to n-1, where n is the total number of channels.  Additionally, each 

constraint, when modified, will target one channel of the PIPE instance.  This means that when a single 

constraint is modified to match the design, the constraint should replace all references to <channel 

number> with the same number, and similarly, all references to <Native Inst> should have the same 

name.  This will avoid warnings, allow each channel to be properly constrained for clocks, and properly 

set false paths.   

After all the clocks are created for the pipe instance, derive_pll_clocks can be run, and it will not 

overwrite the existing clocks.  Running derive_pll_clocks after generating all the pipe clocks holds 

relevance when there are multiple native phy instances in a design running different protocols. 

SDC Creation Steps to Constraint a Gen1x1 with an 8-bit Interface: 

1) Create a clock for your reference clock 

2) Use constraint D (Use C for multi-channel designs) to generate a TX parallel clock from the 

cgb.  <Native Inst> will be changed to pipe_gen1_x1.  Set <period> to 4 to create a 250 Mhz 

clock. 

3) All the clocks are now created for the design.  At this point, derive_pll_clocks can be run to 

create the remaining clocks in the design.  If these generated frequencies are suspect, 

proceed to step 4 

4) Use constraint G.  Set division factor to 1, and use the correct native inst and channel 

number. 

5) Use constraint H.  Set division factor to 1, and use the correct native inst and channel 

number. 

SDC Creation Steps to Constraint a Gen2x4 with a 16-bit Interface: 

1) Create a clock for your reference clock 

2) Use constraint C to generate a TX parallel clock from the cgb.  <PLL_inst> must match the 

instance with the MCGB.  Create the frequency at 500Mhz. 

3) Use constraint E to create a generated clock for operating the fabric at Gen2 rates on the 

tx_clkout.  Since this is a generated clock, this clock will be derived off an existing clock, 

which was generated in step 3.  Set the <Native Inst> and <channel number>.   Use the 

additional information for constraint E to select the correct source and target.  Set the 

<division factor> to 2, which will generate a 250Mhz clock, and pick a name which describes 

this clock such as pipe_gen2_txclkout_channel_0.  The corresponding constraint needs to be 

generated. 



4) Repeat step 3, and use constraint E again to create a generated clock for operating the 

fabric at Gen1 rate on tx_clkout.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel number> used in 

step 3, but change the <division factor> to 4, which will generate a 125Mhz clock.   Use the 

additional information for constraint E to select the correct source and target.  Once again 

pick a name that describes the clock such as pipe_gen1_txclkout_channel_0.  The 

corresponding constraint needs to be generated. 

5) Use constraint F to create a generated clock for operating the fabric at Gen2 rates on the 

rx_clkout.  Since this is a generated clock, it this clock will be derives off of an existing clock, 

which was generated in step 3.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel number> used in 

step 3.  Use the additional information for constraint F to select the correct source and 

target.  Set the <division factor> to 2, which will generate a 250Mhz clock, and pick a name 

which describes this clock such as pipe_gen2_rxclkout_channel_0.  The corresponding 

constraint needs to be generated. 

6) Repeat step 5, and use constraint F again to create a generated clock for operating the 

fabric at Gen1 rate on rx_clkout.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel number> used in 

step 6, but change the <division factor> to 4, which will generate a 125Mhz clock.  Use the 

additional information for constraint F to select the correct source and target.  Once again 

pick a name that describes the clock such as pipe_gen1_rxclkout_channel_0.  The 

corresponding constraint needs to be generated. 

7) Use constraint G.  Set division factor to 2, and use the correct <Native Inst> and <channel 

number>.  This will create a frequency of 250Mhz on the tx_coreclkin for Gen2. 

8) Use constraint H.  Set division factor to 2, and use the correct <Native Inst> and <channel 

number>.  This will create a frequency of 250Mhz on the rx_coreclkin for Gen2. 

9) Use constraint G.  Set division factor to 4, and use the correct <Native Inst> and <channel 

number>.  This will create a frequency of 125Mhz on the tx_coreclkin for Gen1. 

10) Use constraint H.  Set division factor to 4, and use the correct <Native Inst> and <channel 

number>.  This will create a frequency of 125Mhz on the rx_coreclkin for Gen1. 

11) Use constraint J to stop TimeQuest from analyzing the core on the cgb clock directly, as this 

will improperly analyze the core at 500Mhz.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel 

number> used in step 2. 

12) Use constraint I to set the clock groups.  This constraint will have 3 groups: the clock 

generated in step 2 is group 1, the clocks generated in step 3 are group 2 and the clocks 

generated in step 4 are group 3.  The goal is to cut all Gen2 clock frequencies from Gen1 

frequencies. 

13) Repeat steps 2-12 for each channel.  Since the first pass the <channel number> used in the 

constraint was 0, on the second pass the channel number will be 1.  In a 4 channel design, 

each clock will be generated 4 times, once for each channel. 

14) All the clocks are now created for the design, and derive_pll_clocks can be run. 



 

 

SDC Creation Steps to Constraint a Gen3x8 with an 32-bit Interface: 

1) Create a clock for your reference clock 

2) Use constraint C to generate a TX parallel clock from the cgb.  <PLL_inst> must match the 

instance with the MCGB.  Create the frequency at 500Mhz. 

3) Use constraint E to create a generated clock for operating the fabric at Gen3 rates on the 

tx_clkout.  Since this is a generated clock, this clock will be derived off an existing clock, 

which was generated in step 3.  Set the <Native Inst> and <channel number>.   Use the 

additional information for constraint E to select the correct source and target.  Set the 

<division factor> to 2, which will generate a 250Mhz clock, and pick a name which describes 

this clock such as pipe_gen3_txclkout_channel_0.  The corresponding constraint needs to be 

generated. 

4) Repeat step 3, and use constraint E again to create a generated clock for operating the 

fabric at Gen2 rate on tx_clkout.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel number> used in 

step 3, but change the <division factor> to 4, which will generate a 125Mhz clock.  Use the 

additional information for constraint E to select the correct source and target.  Once again 



pick a name that describes the clock such as pipe_gen2_txclkout_channel_0.  The 

corresponding constraint needs to be generated. 

5) Repeat step 3, and use constraint E again to create a generated clock for operating the 

fabric at Gen1 rate on tx_clkout.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel number> used in 

step 3, but change the <division factor> to 8, which will generate a 62.5Mhz clock.  Use the 

additional information for constraint E to select the correct source and target.  Once again 

pick a name that describes the clock such as pipe_gen1_txclkout_channel_0.  The 

corresponding constraint needs to be generated. 

6) Use constraint F to create a generated clock for operating the fabric at Gen3 rates on the 

rx_clkout.  Since this is a generated clock, this clock will be derives off of an existing clock, 

which was generated in step 3.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel number> used in 

step 3.  Use the additional information for constraint F to select the correct source and 

target.  Set the <division factor> to 2, which will generate a 250Mhz clock, and pick a name 

which describes this clock such as pipe_gen3_rxclkout_channel_0.  The corresponding 

constraint needs to be generated. 

7) Repeat step 6, and use constraint F again to create a generated clock for operating the 

fabric at Gen2 rate on rx_clkout.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel number> used in 

step 6, but change the <division factor> to 4, which will generate a 125Mhz clock.  Use the 

additional information for constraint F to select the correct source and target.  Once again 

pick a name that describes the clock such as pipe_gen2_rxclkout_channel_0.  The 

corresponding constraint needs to be generated. 

8) Repeat step 6, and use constraint F again to create a generated clock for operating the 

fabric at Gen1 rate on rx_clkout.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel number> used in 

step 6, but change the <division factor> to 8, which will generate a 62.5Mhz clock.  Use the 

additional information for constraint F to select the correct source and target.  Once again 

pick a name that describes the clock such as pipe_gen1_rxclkout_channel_0.  The 

corresponding constraint needs to be generated. 

9) Use constraint G.  Set division factor to 2, and use the correct <Native Inst> and <channel 

number>.  This will create a frequency of 250Mhz on the tx_coreclkin for Gen3. 

10) Use constraint H.  Set division factor to 2, and use the correct <Native Inst> and <channel 

number>.  This will create a frequency of 250Mhz on the rx_coreclkin for Gen3. 

11) Use constraint G.  Set division factor to 4, and use the correct <Native Inst> and <channel 

number>.  This will create a frequency of 125Mhz on the tx_coreclkin for Gen2. 

12) Use constraint H.  Set division factor to 4, and use the correct <Native Inst> and <channel 

number>.  This will create a frequency of 125Mhz on the rx_coreclkin for Gen2. 

13) Use constraint G.  Set division factor to 8, and use the correct native inst and channel 

number.  This will create a frequency of 62.5Mhz on the tx_coreclkin for Gen1. 

14) Use constraint H.  Set division factor to 8, and use the correct native inst and channel 

number.  This will create a frequency of 62.5Mhz on the rx_coreclkin for Gen1. 

15) Use constraint J to stop TimeQuest from analyzing the core on the cgb clock directly, as this 

will improperly analyze the core at 500Mhz.  Use the same <Native Inst> and <channel 

number> used in step 2. 



16) Use constraint I to set the clock groups.  This constraint will have 4 groups: the clock 

generated in step 2 is group 1, the clocks generated in step 3 is group 2, the clocks 

generated in step 6 is group 3 and the clocks generated in step 9 is group 4.  The goal is to 

cut all combinations of data transfers from Gen1, Gen2 and Gen3 frequencies. 

17) Repeat steps 2-16 for each channel.  Since the first pass the <channel number> used in the 

constraint was 0, on the second pass the channel number will be 1.  In a 4 channel design, 

each clock will be generated 4 times, once for each channel. 

18) All the clocks are now created for the design, and derive_pll_clocks can be run. 

 

 


